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Abstract

In this paper we consider the problem of discovering sequential patterns by handling time con-

straints as defined in the Gsp algorithm. While sequential patterns could be seen as temporal

relationships between facts embedded in the database where considered facts are merely character-

istics of individuals or observations of individual behavior, generalized sequential patterns aim at

providing the end user with a more flexible handling of the transactions embedded in the database.

We thus propose a new efficient algorithm, called Gtc (Graph for Time Constraints) for mining

such patterns in very large databases. It is based on the idea that handling time constraints in

the earlier stage of the data mining process can be highly beneficial. One of the most significant

new feature of our approach is that handling of time constraint can be easily taken into account

in traditional levelwise approaches since it is carried out prior to and separately from the counting

step of a data sequence. Our test shows that the proposed algorithm performs significantly faster

than a state-of-the-art sequence mining algorithm.

Keywords: Time constraints, sequential patterns, levelwise algorithms.

1 Introduction

The explosive growth in stored data has enlarged the interest in the automatic transformation of the

vast amount of data into useful information and knowledge. Since its introduction of the Apriori

algorithm [AIS93] more than a decade ago, the problem of mining patterns is becoming a very active

research area and efficient techniques have been widely applied to problems either in industry or
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science. For instance, in [AS95], the problem has been refined considering a database storing behavioral

facts which occur over time to individuals of the studied population. Thus facts are provided with a

time stamp. The concept of sequential pattern is introduced to capture typical behaviors over time, i.e.

behaviors sufficiently repeated by individuals to be relevant for the decision maker. Sequential pattern

mining is applicable in a wide range of applications since many types of data are in a time-related

format and many interesting sequential patterns algorithms have thus been provided in the past years

(e.g. [AGYF02, PHMA+01, WH04, KPWD03]). For exemple, from a customer purchase database a

sequential pattern can be used to develop marketing and product strategies. By way of a Web Log

analysis, data patterns are very useful to better structure a company’s Web site for providing easier

access to the most popular links. We also can notice telecommunication network, alarm databases,

intrusion detection, DNA sequences, etc. However, for effectiveness consideration but also in order to

efficiently aid decision making, constraints become more and more essential in many applications. The

Gsp approach proposed in [SA96] extends previous proposal by handling time constraints. They allow

time constraints between elements of the sequential patterns, and also allow all the items in an element

to be present in a sliding time window rather than at a single point in time. Although this sliding

time windows can be very useful for real-world applications, proposed approaches in the literature

mainly address a subset of constraints (e.g. [GNPP06, OPS04, MPT04, Zak00, SK02, LRBE03]).

Nevertheless, handling such time constraints is far away for trivial since lot of expensive operations

have to be performed in order to examine if constraints are verified on sequences.

It is obvious that additional constraints can be verified in a post-processing step, after all patterns

exceeding a given minimum support threshold have been discovered. Nevertheless, such a solution

cannot be considered satisfactory since users providing advanced pattern selection criteria may expect

that the data mining system will exploit them in the mining process to improve performance. It has

been shown that pushing constraints deep into the mining process can reduce processing time by more

than an order of magnitude [GRS02, WMZ02]. Nevertheless very little work concerning temporal

constraint-driven sequential pattern discovery has been done so far. The problems we address are the

following: (i) is it possible to enhance traditional levelwise algorithms to handle time constraint? (ii)

is it possible to consider time constraints directly in the mining process rather than a post-processing

step?

In this paper, we extend a previous work [MPT04] and then propose a new efficient algorithm, called

Gtc (Graph for Time Constraints), for mining generalized sequential patterns in large databases.

Our approach is defined in order both to minimize the rewriting of previously existing levelwise
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algorithms and to take advantage of already defined structures which are used in these algorithms.

The main new feature of Gtc is that time constraints are taken into account during the mining

process and handled prior to and separately from the counting step of a data sequence.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem of mining generalized sequential

patterns is stated and illustrated. Section 3 gives an overview of the existing work in the area of mining

sequential patterns with time constraints. Section 4 goes deeper into our motivations. The Gtc

algorithm for efficiently discovering all generalized sequential patterns is given in Section 5. Section

6 presents the detailed experiments using both synthetic and real datasets. Section 7 concludes the

paper.

2 From Sequential Patterns to Generalized Sequential Patterns

This section broadly summarizes the formal description of the problem introduced in [AS95] and

extended in [SA96]. We first formulate the concept of sequences, and then look at time constraints in

detail.

Let DB be a database of customer transactions where each transaction T consists of:

1. a customer identifier, denoted by Cid;

2. a transaction time, denoted by time,

3. a set of items (called itemset) involved in the transaction, denoted by it.

Definition 1 (Sequence) Let I = {i1, i2, ..., im} be a finite set of literals called items. An itemset

is a non-empty set of items. A sequence S is a set of itemsets ordered according to their time-stamp.

It is denoted by 〈it1it2...itn〉 where itj, j ∈ 1...n, is an itemset. A k-sequence is a sequence of k-items

(or of length k).

Definition 2 (Inclusion of a Sequence) A sequence S′ = 〈s1s2...sn〉 is a sub-sequence of another

sequence S = 〈s′1s′2...s′m〉, denoted S′ ¹ S, if ∃ i1 < i2 < ... < in such that s1 ⊆ s′i1 , s2 ⊆ s′i2 , ...sn ⊆ s′in.

Example 1 Let us consider the following sequence: S = 〈(6) (2) (3) (8 9)〉. This means that, apart

from 8 and 9 which were purchased together (i.e. during a common transaction), the items in the

sequence were bought separately. The sequence S′ = 〈 (2) (8) 〉 is a sub-sequence of S, i.e. S′ ¹ S,
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because (2) ⊆ (2) and (8)⊆ (8 9). However 〈 (8) (9) 〉 is not a sub-sequence of S since items were not

bought during the same transaction

In order to efficiently aid decision making, the aim is to discard non-typical behaviors according to

the user’s viewpoint (i.e. to avoid capturing sequences that occur too infrequently for it to be worth

attempting to learn lessons from such particular cases). Performing such a task requires providing

any data sub-sequence S in DB with a support value giving its number of occurrences in DB.

Definition 3 (Support) A sequence transaction database is a set of sequences The support of a

sequence S in a transaction database DB, denoted Support(S,DB), is defined as: Support(S, DB) =

|{C ∈ DB|S ¹ C}|. The frequency of S in DB is Support(S,DB)
|DB| .

Definition 4 (Frequent Sequential Pattern Problem) Given a user-defined minimal support

threshold, denoted σ, the problem of sequential pattern mining is the extraction of sequences S in

DB such that Support(S,DB) ≥ σ. Such sequences are called frequent.

This definition of sequence is not appropriate for many applications, since time constraints are not

handled. In order to improve the definition, generalized sequential patterns have been proposed in

[SA96]. When verifying whether a sequence is included in another one, transaction cutting enforces a

strong constraint since only pairs of itemsets are compared. The notion of the sized sliding window

enables that constraint to be relaxed. More precisely, the user can decide that it does not matter

if items were purchased separately as long as their occurrences enfold within a given time window.

Thus, when browsing the DB in order to compare a sequence S, assumed to be a pattern, with all

data sequences d in DB, itemsets in d could be grouped together with respect to the sliding window.

Thus transaction cutting in d could be resized when verifying if d matches with S.

Moreover when exhibiting from the data sequence d, sub-sequences possibly matching with the as-

sumed pattern, non-adjacent itemsets in d could be picked up successively. Minimum and maximum

time gaps are introduced to constrain such a construction. In fact, to be successively picked up, two

itemsets must occur neither too close nor too far apart in time. More precisely, the difference between

their time-stamps must fit in the range [min-gap, max-gap]. Window size and time constraints as well

as the minimum support condition are parameterized by the user.

Mining sequences with time constraints allows a more flexible handling of the transactions, insofar as

the end user is provided with the following advantages:
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• To group together itemsets when their transaction times are rather close via the windowSize

constraint. For example, it does not matter if itemsets in a sequential pattern were present in

two different transactions, as long as the transaction times of those transactions are within some

small window.

• To regard itemsets as too close or distant to appear in the same frequent sequence with the

minGap or maxGap constraint. For example, the end user probably does not care if a client

bought ‘Star Wars Episode IV’ followed by ’Star Wars Episode III’ two years later.

We now recall the definition [SA96] of frequent sequences when handling time constraints:

Definition 5 (Generalized Sequences) Given a user-specified minimum time gap (minGap), a

maximum time gap (maxGap) and a time window size (windowSize), a data sequence d = 〈d1...dm〉 is

said to support a sequence S = 〈s1...sn〉 if there exist integers l1 ≤ u1 < l2 ≤ u2 < ... < ln ≤ un such

that:

1. si is contained in ∪ui
k=li

dk, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

2. transaction-time (dui) - transaction-time (dli) ≤ ws, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;

3. transaction-time (dli) - transaction-time (dui−1) > minGap, 2 ≤ i ≤ n;

4. transaction-time (dui) - transaction-time (dli−1) ≤ maxGap, 2 ≤ i ≤ n.

Definition 6 (Frequent Generalized Sequential Pattern Problem) Given a user-defined min-

imal support threshold, denoted σ, user-specified minGap and maxGap constraints, and a user-specified

sliding windowSize, the problem of generalized sequential pattern mining is the extraction of sequences

S in DB such that Support(S, DB) ≥ σ.

Example 2 In order to illustrate how time constraint are handled, let us consider the following data

sequence describing the purchased items for a customer:

d = 〈 (1)1 (2 3)2 (4)3 (5 6)4 (7)5 〉

where each itemset is stamped by its access day. For instance, (5 6)4 means that the items 5 and 6

were purchased together at time 4.

Let us now consider the sequence d1=〈 (1 2 3 4) (5 6 7) 〉 and time constraints specified such as

windowSize=3, minGap=0 and maxGap=5. The sequence d1 is considered as included in d for the

two following reasons:
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〈 l1 [ 1(1) 2(2 3) 3(4) u1 ] l2 [ 4(5 6) 5(7) u2 ] 〉

maxGap

minGap

Figure 1: Illustration of the time constraints

windowSize windowSize
〈 (1)1 (2 3)2 (4)3 (5 6)4 (7)5 〉

maxGap maxGap

minGap minGap

Figure 2: Illustration of the time constraints

1. the windowSize parameter makes it possible to group together both the itemsets (1) (2 3) with

(4), and the itemsets (5 6) with (7) in order to obtain the itemsets (1 2 3 4) and (5 6 7);

2. the minGap constraint between the itemsets (4) and (5 6) holds.

Considering the integers li and ui in Definition 5, we have l1 = 1, u1 = 3, l2 = 4, u2 = 5 and the data

sequence d is handled as illustrated in Figure 1. In a similar way, the sequence d2=〈 (1 2 3) (4) (5 6

7) 〉 with windowSize=1, minGap=0 and maxGap=2, i.e. l1 = 1, u1 = 2, l2 = 3, u2 = 3, l3 = 4 and

u3 = 5 (see Figure 2) is included in d.

Nevertheless, the two following sequences d3=〈 (1 2 3 4) (7) 〉 and d4 = 〈 (1 2 3) (6 7) 〉, with

windowSize=1, minGap=3 and maxGap=4 are not included in d. Concerning the former, the win-

dowSize is not large enough to group together the itemsets (1) (2 3) and (4). For the latter, the only

possibility for yielding both (1 2 3) and (6 7) is to take into account ws for achieving the following

grouped itemsets [(1) (2 3)] and [(5 6) (7)]. maxGap is respected since [(1) (2 3)] and [(5 6) (7)] are

spaced 4 days apart(u2 = 5, l1 = 1). Nevertheless, in such a case minGap constraint is no longer

respected between the two itemsets because they are only 2 days apart (l2 = 4 and u1 = 2) whereas

minGap was set to 3 days.
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3 Related Work

The task of discovering all the frequent sequences is quite challenging since the search space is extremely

large: let 〈s1 s2 ...sm〉 be a provided sequence and ni = |sj | cardinality of an itemset. Then the

search space, i.e. the set of all potentially frequent sequences is 2n1+n2+...nm . From the definition

presented so far, different approaches were proposed to mine sequential patterns (e.g. Gsp [SA96],

Psp [MCP98], Spade [Zak01], FreeSpan [HPMa+00], PrefixSpan [PHMA+01], Spam [AGYF02],

ApproxMap [KPWD03], Bide [WH04], ...). In this section we mainly focus on approaches used for

mining sequential patterns by handling time constraints.

We shall now briefly review the Gsp algorithm principle [SA96] which was the first Apriori-based

approach (or levelwise approach) [AIS93]. To build up candidates and frequent sequences, the Gsp

algorithm makes multiple passes over the database. The first step aims at computing the support of

each item in the database. When this step has been completed, the frequent items (i.e. those that

satisfy the minimum support) have been discovered. They are considered as frequent 1-sequences

(sequences having a single itemset, itself a singleton). The set of candidate 2-sequences is built up

according to the following assumption: candidate 2-sequences could be any couple of frequent items,

whether embedded in the same transaction or not. Frequent 2-sequences are determined by counting

the support. From this point, candidate k-sequences are generated from frequent (k-1)-sequences

obtained in pass-(k-1). The main idea of candidate generation is to retrieve, from among (k-1)-

sequences, pairs of sequences (S, S′) such that discarding the first element of the former and the last

element of the latter results in two fully matching sequences. When such a condition holds for a pair

(S, S′), a new candidate sequence is built by appending the last item of S′ to S. The supports for

these candidates are then computed and those with minimum support become frequent sequences. The

process iterates until no more candidate sequences are formed. Candidate sequences are organized

within a hash-tree data-structure which can be accessed efficiently. These sequences are stored in

the leaves of the tree while intermediary nodes contain hashtables. Each data sequence d is hashed

to find the candidates contained in d. When browsing a data sequence, time constraints must be

managed. This is performed by navigating downward or upward through the tree, resulting in a set

of possible candidates. For each candidate, Gsp checks whether it is contained in the data sequence.

Because of the sliding window, and minimum and maximum time gaps, it is necessary to switch during

examination between forward and backward phases. Forward phases are performed for progressively

dealing with items. Let us notice that during this operation the minGap condition applies in order to
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skip itemsets that are too close to their precedent. And while selecting items, the sliding window is

used for resizing transaction cutting. Backward phases are required as soon as the maxGap condition

no longer holds. In such a case, it is necessary to discard all the items for which the maxGap constraint

is violated and to resume browsing the sequence starting with the earliest item satisfying the maxGap

condition. Another method based on the Generating-Pruning principle is Psp [MCP98] where a prefix-

tree based approach is used and time constraints are handled when enumerating frequent sequences,

i.e. when counting candidate sequences. This prefix-tree based structure has been proved more

efficient than the hash tree used in Gsp. Even if these approaches are efficient they suffer a serious

setback due to the number of backtracking operations. The cSpade [Zak00] extended the Spade

algorithm to incorporate minGap, maxGap and windowSize but the windowSize refers to the window

of occurrence of the whole sequence rather than a sliding time window. More recently, the Delisp

algorithm [LL05] has been proposed for mining sequential patterns with time constraints. Delisp

is based on the mining scheme of PrefixSpan [PHMA+01]. Actually, the original database will be

divided into multiple subsets for each prefix of a potential sequential pattern. During the writing of

the subsets, Delisp reduces the size of the projected databases by bounded and windowed projection

techniques. Delisp captures the advantages of PrefixSpan and offers its own advantages: (i) no

candidate generation (since prefix growing methods do not generate candidates); (ii) focused search

(the mining schema between generating-pruning method such as Gsp and prefix-growing methods

such as PrefixSpan is very different); (iii) constraint integration (in particular, Delisp benefits

from maxGap since some elements can be discarded when they are inaccessible). The pattern-growth

methodology is also used in the Ctsp algorithm [LHC06] where the authors extract closed sequential

patterns with time constraints. However, such techniques are restricted to prefix-growth algorithms

while our goal is to provide a generic solution for levelwise algorithms.

4 Motivations

Let us consider the following customer data sequence d1 = 〈 (1)1 (2)3 (3)4 (4)7 (5)17 〉. Let us

assume that windowSize = 1 and minGap=1. Upon reading the customer transaction, a sequential

pattern algorithm has to determine all combinations of the data sequence in accordance with the time

constraints in order to increment the support of a candidate sequence. Then the set of sequences

verifying time constraints is the following:
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Without time constraints With windowSize & minGap

〈 ( 1 ) 〉 〈 ( 2 ) ( 5 ) 〉•
. . . . . .

〈 ( 5 ) 〉 〈 ( 1 ) ( 3 ) ( 5 ) 〉•
. . . . . .

〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 )〉 〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 3 ) ( 5 ) 〉•
. . . . . .

〈 ( 3 ) ( 4 )〉 〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 )〉•
. . . 〈 ( 1 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) (5)〉•

〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) (3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) 〉 〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 )〉◦

We notice that the sequences marked by a • are included in the sequence marked by a ◦. That is to

say that if a candidate sequence is supported by 〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) 〉 or 〈 ( 1 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 )〉 then

such a sequence is also supported by 〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) 〉. The test of the two first sequences is

of course useless because they are included in a larger sequence.

Let us now take a closer look at the problem of the windowSize constraint. In fact, the number of

included sequences is much greater when considering such a constraint. For instance, let us consider the

following data sequence d2 = 〈 (1)1 (2)7 (3)13 (4)17 (5)18 (6)24 〉. When windowSize=5 and minGap=1,

a traditional algorithm has to test the following sequences into the candidate tree structure (we only

report sequences when windowSize is applied):

〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 ) 〉•
〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 6 ) 〉•
〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 5 ) ( 6 ) 〉◦
〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 4 ) ( 6 ) 〉·
〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 4 5 ) ( 6 ) 〉¯

Here also, we notice that the sequences marked by a • (resp. ·) are included in the sequence marked

by a ◦ (resp. ¯).

In fact, we need to solve the following problem: how to reduce the time required for comparing a

data sequence with the candidate sequences? Our proposition, described in the following section, is

to precalculate a relevant set of sequences to be tested for a data sequence. By precalculating this set,

we can reduce the time spent analyzing a data sequence when verifying candidate sequences stored in

the tree, in the following two ways:
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• The navigation through the candidate sequence tree does not depend on the time constraints

defined by the user. This implies navigation without backtracking and better analysis of possible

combinations of windowSize which are in traditional sequential pattern algorithms computed on

the fly.

• This navigation is only performed on the longest sequences, that is to say on sequences not

included in other sequences.

5 Gtc: Graph for Time Constraints

Our approach (see Algorithm 1) takes up all the fundamental principles of levelwise algorithms. It

contains a number of iterations. The iterations start at the size-one sequences and, at each iteration,

all the frequent sequences of the same size are found. Moreover, at each iteration, the candidate sets

are generated from the frequent sequences found at the previous iteration.

Data: A frequency threshold σ, minGap, maxGap and windowSize, and a database DB of
data sequences.

Result: The collection L of frequent sequences, k the maximal frequent length.

L0 = 0; k = 1;
C1 = {{〈i〉}/i ∈ I};
// all 1-frequent sequences
while Ck 6= ∅ do

foreach d ∈ DB do
G =Gtc(d);
// G stands for the graph representing
// all Time Constraints combinations of d.
countsupport(Ck, σ,G);

Lk = {c ∈ Ck/Support(c) > σ};
Ck + 1 = CandidateGeneration(Lk);
k = k + 1;

return L =
⋃k

j=0Lj ;
Algorithm 1: The Tclw Algorithm

The main new feature of the Tclw (Time Constraints LevelWise) algorithm which distinguishes it

from traditional levelwise algorithms is that, thanks to the Gtc function, handling of time constraint

is done prior to and separate from the counting step of a data sequence.

Upon reading a customer transaction d in the counting phase of pass k, Gtc has to determine all

the maximal combinations of d respecting time constraints. For instance, in the previous example

(sequence d2), only 〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 5 ) ( 6 ) 〉 and 〈 ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 4 5 ) ( 6 ) 〉 are exhibited

by Gtc. Then the Tclw algorithm has to determine all the k-candidates supported by the maximal
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sequences issued from Gtc iterations on d and increment the support counters associated with these

candidates without considering time constraints any more.

In the following sections, we decompose the problem of discovering non-included sequences respect-

ing time constraints into the following subproblems. First we consider the problem of the minGap

constraint without taking into account maxGap or windowSize and we propose an algorithm called

GtcminGap for handling efficiently such a constraint. Second, we extend the previous algorithm in

order to handle the minGap and windowSize constraints. This algorithm is called Gtcws. Finally,

we propose an extension of Gtcws, called Gtc, for discovering the set of all non included sequences

when all the time constraints are applied.

5.1 GtcminGap Algorithm: solution for minGap

In this section, we describe the GtcminGap algorithm which provides an optimal solution to the

problem of handling the minGap constraint.

1 2 3 4 5r r r r r/ / / / / / / / /- R

µ

- -

Figure 3: A data sequence representation

To illustrate, let us consider Figure 3, which represents d1, given in Section 4. We note, //////// , the

minGap constraint between two itemsets a and b. Let us consider that minGap is set to 1. As items

2 and 3 are too closed according to minGap, they cannot occur together in a candidate sequence. So,

from this graph, only two sequences (〈 (1) (2) (4) (5) 〉 and 〈 (1) (3) (4) (5) 〉) are useful in order

to verify candidate sequences. We can observe that these two sequences match the two paths of the

graph beginning from vertex 1 (standing for source vertex) and ending in vertex 5 (standing for sink

vertex). From each sequence d, a sequence graph can be built.

Definition 7 (Sequence Graph) A sequence graph for d is a directed acyclic graph Gd(V,E) where

a vertex v, v ∈ V , is an itemset embedded in d and an edge e, e ∈ E, from two vertices u and v,

denotes that u occurred before v with at least a gap greater than the minGap constraint. A sequence

path is a path from two vertices u and v such as u is a source and v is a sink. Let us note SPd the

set of all sequence paths. In addition, Gd has to satisfy the following two conditions:

1. No sequence path from Gd is included in any other sequence path from Gd.
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2. If a candidate sequence is supported by d, then such a candidate is included in a sequence path

from Gd.

Definition 8 (The Sequential Path Problem) Given a data sequence d and a minGap constraint,

the sequential path problem is to find all the longest paths, i.e. those not included in other ones, by

verifying the following conditions:

1. ∀s1, s2 ∈ SPd/s1 6⊂ s2.

2. ∀c ∈ As/d supports c, ∃p ∈ SPd/p supports c where As stands for the set of candidate sequences.

3. ∀p ∈ SPd,∀c ∈ As/p supports c, then d supports c.

The set of all sequences SPd is thus used to verify the actual support of candidate sequences.

Example 3 To illustrate, let us consider the graph in Figure 4 representing the application of

GtcminGap to the data sequence 〈(1)1 (2)5 (3 4)6 (5)7 (6)9〉. Let us assume that the minGap value

was set to 2. According to the time constraint, the set of all sequence paths, SPd, is the following:

SPd={〈 (1) (2) (6) 〉, 〈 (1) (3 4) (6) 〉, 〈 (1) (5) 〉}. From this set, the next step of the Tclw algo-

rithm is to verify these sequences into the candidate tree structure without handling time constraints

anymore.

1 2 3 4 5 6r r r r r/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

/////////////////////////

- R R

µ

R

Figure 4: The example sequence graph with minGap = 2

We now describe how the sequence graph is built by the GtcminGap algorithm (see Algorithm 2).

Auxiliary data structure can be used to accomplish this task. With each itemset v, the itemsets

occurring before v are stored in a sorted array, v.isPrec of size |E|. The array is a vector of boolean

where 1 stands for an itemset occurring before v. The algorithm operates by performing, for each

itemset, the following two sub-steps:

1. Propagation phase: the main idea is to retrieve the first itemset u by verifying (u.date() −
v.date() > minGap)1 (i.e. the first itemset for which the minGap constraint holds) in order

1where x.date() stands for the transaction time of the itemset x.
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Data: A data sequence d.
Result: The sequence graph Gd(V,E).

foreach itemset i ∈ d do
V = V ∪ {i};

foreach x ∈ V do
//Propagation phase
y = x;
while y.date()− x.date() < minGap do y + +;
E = E ∪ {x, y};
ip = {i ∈ V/i.date()− y.date() > minGap};
foreach z ∈ ip do

z.isPrec[x] = 1;
// Gap-jumping phase
jp = {j ∈ V/j.date() > y.date() and j.isPrec[x] = 0};
foreach t ∈ jp do

E = E ∪ {x, t};
Algorithm 2: GtcminGap, solution for minGap

to build the edge (u, v). Then for each itemset z such as (z.date() − y.date() > minGap), the

algorithm updates z.isPrec[x] indicating that v will reach z traversing the itemset u.

2. “gap-jumping” phase: its objective is to yield the set of edges not provided by the previous

phase. Such edges (v, t) are defined as follows (t.date()−x.date() > minGap) and t.isPrec[x] 6=
1.

Once the GtcminGap has been applied to a data sequence d, the set of all sequences, SPd, for counting

the support for candidate sequences is provided by navigating through the graph of all sequence paths.

Example 4 In order to illustrate how the sequence paths are provided, let us consider sequence d2,

given in Section 4, when minGap is set to 1. First, the set V standing for itemsets embedded in the

data sequence is created. Then, for each itemset in V , propagation and gap jumping phase are applied.

The result is depicted in Figure 5. Let us now consider each phase in detail.

• x = 1: propagation phase. The algorithm is led to find the first itemset u such as u.date() −
v.date() > minGap. For the first itemset (1), we would first find (2). Next itemsets (4) and (5)

can be reached from (2) and the minGap constraint is verified. Their associated isPrec array is

updated (4.isPrec[1] = 1 and 5.isPrec[1] = 1) in order to mark that these itemsets are reachable

from (1) but with a longer path than (1,4) or (1,5).

gap jumping phase: for each itemset t, successor of (2), satisfying both the minGap constraint

and t.isPrec[1] = 0, the algorithm builds the edge (x, t). In our case, we have a new edge from
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Figure 5: Building of a sequence graph

(1) to (3).

• x = 2: propagation phase. For the second itemset of the data sequence, we would find (4) then

the edge (2,4) is built. As (5) follows the itemset (4), its array is updated. The gap jumping

phase is not applied since there is no itemset satisfying the minGap constraint anymore.

• x = 3: propagation phase. The edge (3, 4) is built since (4) is the first itemset following (3).

Next 5.isPrec[3] is updated because (5) follows the itemset (2). As there is no itemset satisfying

the minGap constraint, the next phase is not considered any more.

• x = 4: propagation phase. The edge (4,5) is built and the process completes since (5) is not

followed by other itemsets.

From the database example, the set of longest paths verifying time constraints is thus obtained by

navigating through the graph. Then the minimal number of sequence paths for counting the actual

support for candidate sequences is reduced to two: 〈(1) (2) (4) (5)〉 and 〈(1) (3) (4) (5)〉. From these

two sequences, a navigation through the structure used to manage candidate can be performed without

any backtracking.

The following theorem guarantees that, when applying GtcminGap, we are provided with a set of

data sequences where the minGap constraint holds and where each yielded data sequence cannot be

a sub-sequence of another one.
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Theorem 1 The GtcminGap algorithm provides all the longest-paths verifying minGap.

a b cr r r- R-

Figure 6: Minimal inclusion schema

Proof 1 First, we prove that for each p, p′ ∈ SPd, p 6⊂ p′. Next we show that for each candidate

sequence c supported by d, a sequence path in G supporting c is found.

Let us assume two sequence paths, s1, s2 ∈ SPd such as s1 ⊂ s2. That is to say that the subgraph

depicted in Figure 6 is included in G. In other words, there is a path (a, . . . , c) of length ≥ 2 and an

edge (a, c). If such a path (a, c) exists, we have c.isPrec[a] = 1. Indeed we can have a path of length

≥ 1 from a to b either by an edge (a, b) or by a path (a, . . . , b). In the former case, c.isPrec[a] is

updated by the statement c.isPrec[a] ← 1, otherwise there is a vertex a′ in (a, . . . , b) such as (a, a′)

is included in the path. In such a case c.isPrec[a] ← 1 has already occurred when building the edge

(a, a′). Then, after building the path (a, . . . , b, . . . , c) we have c.isPrec[a] = 1 and the edge (a, c) is

not built. Clearly the sub-graph depicted in Figure 6 cannot be obtained after GtcminGap.

Finally we demonstrate that if a candidate sequence c is supported by d, there is a sequence path in

SPd supporting c. In other words, we want to demonstrate that GtcminGap provides all the longest

paths satisfying the minGap constraint. The data sequence d is progressively browsed starting with its

first item. Then if an itemset x is embedded in a path satisfying the minGap constraint it is included

in SPd. We have previously noticed that all vertices are included into a path and for each p, p′ ∈ SPd,

p 6⊂ p′. Furthermore if two paths (x, . . . , y)(y′, . . . , z) can be merged, the edge (y, y′) is built when

browsing the itemset y.

Theorem 2 The time complexity of Algorithm GtcminGap is O(n2).

In the worst case the minGap constraint is set to 0. In fact, in this case, there is no use applying the

GtcminGap algorithm. Nevertheless, we provide an analysis of time complexity because such analysis

will be necessary when considering the windowSize constraint.

Proof 2 If minGap=0, the graph is progressively browsed and for each itemset x, GtcminGap is then

led to test the gap between x ant its successive itemset y. From y, GtcminGap has to test its successive

itemset twice:
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(i) the propagation phase is executed for y;

(ii) the gap jumping phase is performed for x. The cost of such an operation can be expressed

by
∑n−1

k=1 2k − 1.

5.2 Gtcws Algorithm: solution for minGap and windowSize

In this section, we describe the algorithm Gtcws which provides an optimal solution to the problem

of handling minGap and windowSize. As we have already noticed in Section 4, the problem of

handling windowSize is much more complicated than handling minGap since the number of included

sequences is much greater when considering such a constraint.

(1) (2) (3) (4 5) (6)

(3 4 5)

r r r r r
r

- - - -

µ - °6

Figure 7: A sequence graph obtained when considering windowSize

To take into account the windowSize constraint we extend the GtcminGap algorithm by generating

coherent combinations of windowSize at the beginning of algorithm and, once the graph respecting

minGap is obtained, inclusions are detected. The result of this handling is illustrated by Figure 7,

which represents the sequence graph of sequence d1, given in Section 4, when windowSize=5 and

minGap=1.

The Gtcws method, providing solution for minGap and windowSize is defined in Algorithm 3. To yield

the set of all windowSize combinations, each vertex x of the graph is progressively browsed and the

algorithm determines which vertex can possibly be merged with x. In other words, when navigating

through the graph, if a vertex y is such that y.date()− x.date() < windowSize, then x and y can be

“merged” into the same transaction. The structure described above is thus extended to handle such

an operation. Each itemset, in the new structure, is provided by both the begin transaction date and

the end transaction date. These dates are obtained by using the v.begin() and v.end() functions.

Definition 9 (Inclusion of Itemsets) An itemset i is included in another itemset j if and only if

the following two conditions are satisfied: i.begin() ≥ j.begin() and i.end() ≤ j.end().

Once the graph satisfying minGap is obtained, the algorithm detects inclusions in the following way:

for each node x, the set of all its successors x.next must be exhibited. For each node y in x.next, if
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function Gtcws

Data: A data sequence d.
Result: The sequence graph Gd(V,E).

foreach itemset i ∈ d do
V = V ∪ {i};

addWindowSize(V ); //add transactions to V when considering windowSize

foreach x ∈ V do
//Propagation phase
y = x;
while y.date()− x.date() < minGap do y + +;
E = E ∪ {x, y};
ip = {i ∈ V/i.date()− y.date() > minGap};
foreach z ∈ ip do

z.isPrec[x] = 1;
// Gap-jumping phase
jp = {j ∈ V/j.date() > y.date() and j.isPrec[x] = 0};
foreach t ∈ jp do

E = E ∪ {x, t};
pruneIncluded(V, E); // prune vertices from included sequences

end function Gtcws

Algorithm 3: GTCws algorithm for minGap and windowSize

y ⊂ z, z ∈ x.next and y.next ⊆ z.next then the node y can be pruned out from the graph.

1 2 3 4 5 6

3 4

4 5

3 4 5

r r r r r r/ / / / / / / / /

r
r

r

Figure 8: A sequence graph after the first phase

Example 5 Let us consider sequence d2 in Section 4, the graph resulting from the first phase of the

algorithm is represented by Figure 8. Indeed, windowSize being fixed at 4, the items 3, 4 and 5 can

be merged together into the same transaction. However, we have to consider that either 〈(3) (4 5)〉 or

〈(3 4) (5)〉 can be a part of a candidate sequence and thus must be tested. This is why the algorithm

builds the vertices corresponding to the itemsets (3 4), (4 5) and (3 4 5). The graph resulting of the

second phase is depicted in Figure 9.

The method used to detect inclusion is illustrated in Figure 10. We note that the sequences 〈 (3) (4)
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procedure addWindowSize
Data: The set of all vertices V sorted with begin transaction date as the major key and end

transaction date as the minor key.

a = V.first();
while a 6= V.last() do

b = V.succ(a);
while b.end()− a.begin() < windowSize do

i = group(a, b);
V.insert(i, b); // i is inserted before b in V
a = V.succ(a);
b = V.succ(a);

a = V.succ(a);
end procedure addWindowSize

Algorithm 4: WindowSize combination for a data sequence1 2 3 4 5 63 4 4 53 4 5
r r r r r r/ / / / / / / / /r rr-- - RR ���-- - - -

1

Figure 9: A sequence graph after the second phase

(6) 〉 and 〈 (3) (5) (6) 〉 are included in the sequence 〈 (3) (4 5) (6) 〉. Indeed 3.next={(4), (5),

(4 5) }, 4.next = 5.next = (4 5).next = 6 and as 4 ⊂ (4 5) and 5 ⊂ (4 5) vertices 4 and 5 can be

removed. On the other hand, 2.next = {(3), (3 4), (3 4 5)} but 3.next 6⊂ (3 4 5).next thus vertex 3 is

not removed. The graph used during the checking of the candidates is illustrated by Figure 7.

The following theorem guarantees that, when applying Gtcws, we are provided with a set of data

sequences where the minGap and windowSize constraints hold and that each yielded data sequence

cannot be a sub-sequence of another one.

procedure pruneIncluded
Data: The sequence graph Gd(V, E)

foreach x ∈ V do
foreach y ∈ x.next do

foreach z ∈ x.next do
if y ⊂ z and y.next ⊆ z.next then prune(y);

end procedure pruneIncluded
Algorithm 5: Discovering and Pruning included data sequences
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Figure 10: Inclusion discovery method

Theorem 3 The Gtcws algorithm provides all the longest paths verifying minGap and windowSize.

Â

Á

¿

À
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b

cr r r
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Figure 11: An included path example

Proof 3 Theorem 1 shows that we do not have included data sequences when considering minGap.

Let us now examine the windowSize constraint in detail. Let us consider two sequence paths s1 and

s2 in Gd such that s1 ⊂ s2. Figure 11 illustrates such an inclusion. In the last phase of the Gtcws

algorithm, we examine for each vertex x of the graph, the set of its successors by using the x.next

function. So, for each vertex y in x.next, if y ⊂ z, z ∈ x.next and y.next ⊆ z.next, the vertex y is

pruned out from the graph. So, by construction, s1 cannot be in the graph.

5.3 Gtc Algorithm: solution for all time constraints

In order to handle the maxGap constraint in the Gtc algorithm, we have to consider the itemset time-

stamps into the graph previously obtained by Gtcws. Let us remember that, according to maxGap,

a candidate sequence c is not included in a data sequence S if there exist two consecutive itemsets in

c such that the gap between the transaction time of the first itemset (called li−1 in Definition 5) and

the transaction time of the second itemset (called ui in Definition 5) in S is greater than maxGap.

According to this definition, when comparing candidates with a data sequence, we must find in a graph

itemset, the time-stamp for each item since, due to windowSize, items can be gathered together. In
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order to verify maxGap, the transaction time of the sub-itemset corresponding to the included itemset

into the graph, must verify the maxGap delay from the preceding itemset as well as for the following

itemset.

( )2 ( 3 )4 5 ( )6
r r r- -

Figure 12: Sequence graph obtained by Gtcws

To illustrate, let us consider the following data sequence: 〈(2)1 (3)3 (4 5)4 (6)6〉. Let us now consider,

in Figure 12, the sequence graph obtained from the Gtcws algorithm when windowSize was set to 1

and minGap was set to 0. In order to determine if the candidate data sequence 〈 ( 2 ) ( 4 5 ) ( 6 ) 〉
is included into the graph, we have to examine the gap between item 2 and item 5 as well as between

item 4 and item 6. Nevertheless, the main problem is that, according to windowSize, itemset (3) and

itemset (4 5) were gathered together into (3 4 5). We are led to determine the transaction time of

each component in the resulting itemset.

Before presenting how maxGap is taken into account in Gtc, let us assume that we are provided with

a sequence graph containing information about itemsets satisfying the maxGap constraint. By using

such an information the candidate verification can thus be improved as illustrated in the following

example.

Example 6 Let us consider the sequence graph depicted in Figure 12. Let us assume that we are

provided with information about reachable vertices into the graph according to maxGap and that max-

Gap is set to 4 days. Let us now consider how the detection of the inclusion of a candidate sequence

within the sequence graph is processed. Candidate itemset (2) and sequence graph itemset (2) are first

compared by the algorithm. As the maxGap constraint holds and (2) ⊆ (2), the first itemset of the

candidate sequence is included in the sequence graph and the process continues. In order to verify the

other components of the candidate sequence, we must know what is the next itemset ended by 5 in the

sequence graph and verifying the maxGap delay. In fact, when considering the last item of the follow-

ing itemset, if we want to know if the maxGap constraint holds between the current itemset (2) and the

following itemset in the candidate sequence, we have to consider the delay between the current itemset

in the graph and the next itemset ended by 5 in this graph. We considered that we are provided with

such an information in the graph. This information can thus be taken into account by the algorithm

in order to directly reach the following itemset in the sequence graph (3 4 5) and compare it with the
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next itemset in the candidate sequence (4 5). Until now, the candidate sequence is included into the

sequence graph. Nevertheless, for completeness, we have to find in the graph the next itemset ended

by 6 and verifying that the delay between the transaction times of items 4 and 6 is lower than 4 days.

This condition occurs with the last itemset in the sequence graph. At the end of the process, we can

conclude that c is included in the sequence graph of d or more precisely that c is included in d.

Let us now consider the same example but with a maxGap constraint set to 2. Let us have a closer

look at the second iteration. As we considered that we are provided with information about maxGap

into the graph, we know that there is no itemset such that it ends in 5 and it satisfies the maxGap

constraint with item 2. The process ends by concluding that the candidate sequence is not included

into the data sequence and without navigating further through the candidate structure.

Let us now describe how information about itemsets verifying maxGap is taken into account in Gtc.

Each item in the graph is provided with an array indicating reachable vertices, according to maxGap.

Each array value is associated with a list of pointed nodes, which guarantees that the pointed node

corresponds to an itemset ending by this value and that the delay between these two items is lower or

equal to maxGap. Candidate verification algorithms can thus find candidates included in the graph

by using such information embedded in the array. By means of pointed nodes, the maxGap constraint

is considered during evaluation of candidate itemset. The Gtc algorithm is defined in algorithm 6.

function Gtc
Input: a data sequence d
Output: the sequence graph Gd(V,E)

Gd(V,E)=Gtcws(d);
foreach item i ∈Gd(V,E) do

foreach item j ∈Gd(V,E) do
if J.isPrec[i]=1 OR j ∈ i.next then

addMax(i,j); // Adds j to the pointer list for the j valued cell associated to i

end function Gtc
Algorithm 6: Gtc algorithm for minGap, windowSize and maxGap

Example 7 To illustrate, let us consider the sequence graph obtained in Example 5 from sequence d1,

given in Section 4. Let us assume that maxGap is set to 2. According to the previous discussion, the

graph resulting is depicted in Figure 13. Let us now examine the itemset (2). According to maxGap,

the vertex (3 4 5) is reachable from (2). Nevertheless, as the maxGap constraint does not hold between

item 3 and the following item 6, there is no reachable itemset from 3 and the associated value is the

empty set. On the other hand, according to maxGap, the vertex (3) is reachable from (2). From this
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Figure 13: Sequence graph obtained by Gtc

|D| Number of customers (size of Database)
|C| Average number of transactions per Customer
|T| Average number of items per Transaction
|S| Average length of maximal potentially large Sequences
|I| Average size of Itemsets in maximal potentially large sequences
NS Number of maximal potentially large Sequences
NI Number of maximal potentially large Itemsets
N Number of items

Table 1: Parameters

vertex, the item 5 and 4 verify the maxGap constraint. Finally, from both item 4 and item 5 in the

itemset (4 5), we can reach the itemset (6) while respecting the maxGap constraint.

6 Experiments

In this section, we present the performance results of our Gtc algorithm. As we are only interested

in the performance of the preprocessing of the time constraints, experiments on Gtc were carried out

by considering that Gtc is the implementation of the Tclw Algorithm (see Algorithm 1) and the

structure used for organizing candidate sequences is a prefix tree structure as in Psp. All experiments

were performed on a PC Station with a CPU clock rate at 450 MHz, 64M Bytes of main memory,

Linux System and a 9G Bytes disk drive (SCSI).

Dataset C T S D N
C20-D100-S10-N10 20 2.5 10 100K 10K
C20-D100-S8-N10 20 2.5 8 100K 10K
C20-D1-S10-N1 20 2.5 10 1K 1K

Table 2: Synthetic datasets
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In order to assess the relative performance of the Gtc algorithm and study its scale-up properties,

we used two kinds of datasets: synthetic data, simulating market-basket data and access log files.

Synthetic data The synthetic datasets were generated using the program described

in [SA95] (the synthetic data generation program is available at the following URL

http://www.almaden.ibm.com/cs/quest) and parameters taken by the program are shown in Table

1. These datasets mimic real world transactions, where people buy a sequence of sets of items: some

customers may buy only some items from the sequences, or they may buy items from multiple se-

quences. Like [SA96], we set NS = 5000, NI = 25000 and I = 1.25. The dataset parameter settings

are summarized in Table 2.

Access log dataset The access log file was obtained from the Lirmm Home Page. The log contains

entries corresponding to the requests made and its size is about 85 M Bytes. There were 1500 distinct

URLs referenced in the transactions and 2000 clients.

6.1 Comparison of Gtc with Psp6Time (sec) Access-Log support 0.9%GTC �PSP �
0100200300400500

-windowSize1 2 3 4 5 6� � � � � �� � � � � � 6Time (sec) C20-D100-S10-N10 support 0.9%GTC �PSP �
050
100150

-windowSize1 2 3 4� � � �� � �
�

6Time (sec) C20-D100-S8-N10 support 2%GTC �PSP �
02040
6080100
120

-windowSize1 2 3 4 5 6� � � � � �� � � � � �

Figure 14: Execution times for synthetic and real datasets (minGap=1)

Figure 14 shows experiments conducted on the different datasets using different windowSize ranges to

get meaningful response times. According to the previous discussion, for these experiments, minGap
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was set to 1 and maxGap was set to ∞ (there is no maxGap constraint). Note the minimum support

thresholds are adjusted to be as low as possible while retaining reasonable execution times. Figure

14 clearly indicates that the performance gap between the two algorithms increases with increasing

windowSize value.

The reason is that during the candidate verification, Psp has to determine all combination of the data

sequence according to minGap and windowSize constraints. In fact, the more the value of windowSize

increases, the more Psp carries out recursive calls in order to apply time constraints to the candidate

structure. According to these calls, the Psp algorithm operates a costly backtracking for examining

the prefix tree structure.

In order to illustrate correlation between the number of recursive calls and the execution times we

compared the number of recursive calls needed by Psp and our algorithm. Results are given in Figure

15. As expected, we can observe that the number of recursive calls increases with the size of the

windowSize parameter. Let us examine more closely igh windowSize values. For instance, in the

C20-D100-S8-N10 dataset, we can notice that 35 million recursive calls are done with Psp. In this

dataset, as the delay between two transactions is one, with a windowSize value of 6, Psp generates

all the combination of the data sequence in this range and verify all generated data sequence into the

candidate tree structure. In the same case, less than 10 millions of recursive calls are required by the

Gtc algorithm.

Note that during experiments, datasets are generated by using a high value for the average length of

maximal potentially large sequences. As the complexity of the algorithm depends on the size of the

result, we observe that Gtc is well adapted to such sequences.

6.2 Performance in Scaled-up Databases

We examined how Gtc behaves as the number of total transactions is increased. We would expect the

algorithm to have near linear scaleup. This is confirmed by Figure 16 which shows that Gtc scales

up linearly as the number of transactions is increased ten-fold, from 0.1 million to 1 million. All the

experiments were performed on the C20-D100-N10-S10 dataset with three levels of window size (2, 3

and 4). The support value σ was set to 2%. The execution times are normalized with respect to the

time for the 0.1 million dataset.
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6Recursive calls(millions) Access-Log support 0.9%GTC �PSP �
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Figure 15: Recursive calls between Psp and Gtc (minGap=1)

6.3 Towards a Hybrid Approach

We designed some experiments in order to illustrate that, for the sake of efficiency, the time required

for building the sequence graph must be less than the difference between the time for candidate

verification in Psp and candidate verification in Gtc.

First, in order to find the time for building the sequence graph, we carried out some experiments to

analyze the performance of Psp with Gtc when mining sequential patterns without time constraints.6Relative time 2 �3 �4 �
12
5
1011

-Number of transactions ('000s)10 200 500 1000� � �
�

� � �
�

� � �
�

Figure 16: Scale-up: Number of customers
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Figure 17: Execution times, windowSize=0
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Figure 18: Relative execution times between Gtc and PG-Hybrid (windowSize=1)

We used the C20-D1-S10-N1 database as well as the access log file with minimum support ranges.

Figure 17 clearly indicates that, even if Gtc is less efficient than Psp, the performance gap between

the two algorithms is still constant. Furthermore, as expected, we also can observe that the execution

time of Gtc as well as Psp increases with decreasing minimum support.

Second, once the time for building the graph was exhibited, we carried out new experiments with time

constraints in order to analyze the time spent in each phase of the algorithms. We observed that, even

when considering low values for time constraints (for instance when windowSize or minGap was set

to 1), at the second pass for verifying candidate, Psp was more efficient. Nevertheless, despite this

efficiency, Gtc was faster for the whole process. In order to take advantage of this behavior, we defined

a new algorithm, called PG-Hybrid, using the Psp approach for the two first passes on the database

and Gtc for the following passes. As illustrated in Figure 18, this algorithm is very efficient when

the length of the maximal sequences is low. For instance, when the length of the frequent sequence is

one, PG-Hybrid is 1.3 times faster than Gtc.
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7 Conclusion

We considered the problem of discovering sequential patterns by handling time constraints. Instead

of mining these constraints on the fly during the data sequence analysis, we attempted to use time

constraint preprocessing for efficiently identifying generalized frequent sequences. We proposed a

new algorithm called Gtc based on the fundamental principles of levelwise algorithms but in which

time constraints are handled in the earlier stage of the algorithm in order to provide significant

benefits. According to the goal of minimizing the rewriting of previously defined algorithms, we

pinpointed limitations due to the candidate structure handled. Nevertheless, ways for optimizing such

a management structure were proposed. Using synthetic datasets as well as real life databases, the

performance of Gtc was compared against that of Psp. Our experiments showed that Gtc performs

significantly better than the state-of-the-art approaches since the improvements achieved by Gtc over

the counting strategy employed by other approaches are two-fold: first, only maximal sequences are

generated, and there is no need of an additional phase in order to count candidates included in a

data sequence. In order to take advantage of the behavior of the algorithm in the first scans on the

database, we designed a new algorithm called PG-Hybrid using the Psp approach for the two first

passes on the database and Gtc for the following scans. Experiments showed that this approach is

very efficient even for short frequent sequences.
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